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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

15 / 15

b) Market fit/demand

13 / 15

c) Target Market Size

8 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

8 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

10 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

54 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?

10 / 10

b) Initial token allocation

12 / 15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms

10 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

7 / 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?

4/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

4 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

47 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public? (No, Partly, Yes & Anon , Yes & Public)

13 / 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience?

10 / 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?

4/5

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?

6 / 10

Total Points - Team

33 / 40
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4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

10 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

11 / 15

c) Active Governance contributors

3/5

d) Governance infrastructure

8 /10

e) Robustness of Governance process

8 / 10

Total Points - Governance

42 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

7 / 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

10 / 10

Total Points - Regulatory

17 / 25

Total

191 / 250

1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion of the
problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem - better than other
industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new innovations that
help solve user's problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
Answer:
Founded in 2017, DYDX has grown to become one of the leading decentralized trading platforms for crypto assets.
DYDX offers perpetuals, margin, and spot trading without relying on a centralized counterpart to facilitate trades. DYDX
runs on audited smart contracts on Ethereum (security audits with Zeppelin Solutions and Bramah Systems), allowing
traders to move quickly, while maintaining full custody of their assets. DYDX built a Layer 2 solution with StarkWare to
offer a better trading experience for traders.
DYDX leverages a hybrid infrastructure model utilizing non-custodial, on-chain settlement and an off-chain low-latency
matching engine with order books. This means that DYDX delivers an institutional-grade, liquid, and low slippage
trading experience for the DeFi world, unlike AMM models.
The uniqueness of DYDX is it focuses more on complicated financial positions allowing individuals to exchange one
token for another. The UI looks like a traditional or centralised trading site but never takes control of user funds.
Anyone can also build private or public interfaces to interact with the DYDX protocol for free. Order books is off chain
with on-chain settlements, which allow for faster trading, especially during times of network congestion.
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DYDX enables a wide array of financial strategies:
● Short sells allow investors to profit on price decreases and can be used for speculation or to hedge existing
positions
● Fully-collateralized low-risk loans for short sellers allow token holders to earn interest fees
● Options can be used to hedge positions, manage volatility, increase leverage.
Based on the technical and organisational innovation of the protocol, a maximum score will be awarded in this
section.

Score: 15

b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies a strong market demand. The market fit evaluates if
the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To
what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer:
DYDX is the market leader in developing trustless and open protocols for the advanced crypto-financial products. Over
the last three years, DYDX has supported over $11 billions in volume across perpetuals, margin, and spot trading with
over 64,000 unique traders and originated over $250 billion in borrowing & flash transactions from DYDX liquidity
pools.

Distinct Depositors Over Time
In February of 2021, DYDX and StakeWare launched a Layer 2 protocol for cross-margined perpetual, based on
Starkware’s StarkEx scalability engine and DYDX’s Perpetuals smart contracts, enabling significant improvement to
non-custodial trading at scale. Traders can trade with zero costs and in turn, lower trading fees and reduced minimum
trade sizes. Over $3.5 billion in volume for over 21552 unique addresses
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Sources: etherscan

Score: 13

c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example: Lending).
Because Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the target market size.
Answer:
According to Defillama the total value locked in DeFi across chain is currently $111.66B, there has been a growth of
approximately over 100% within the past 12 month.
DYDX has 37 markets, with the most popular markets (trading pairs) being ETH/USD, BTC/USD, and AVAX/USD. Out of
730 exchanges, DYDX are ranked #39 by transparency and volume. DYDX accounts for less than 1% total volume in
the cryptosphere. According to TVL ranking in the derivatives category, it is currently rank as the first with Total Value
Locked of $961.79m
DeFi derivatives and protocols are attracting significant interest and are emerging as equally important in
cryptofinance. Given the importance of derivative contracts in mature, traditional financial systems, it should be no
surprise that derivatives are emerging in cryptofinance markets. DeFi derivatives protocols are attracting significant
interest and are emerging as equally important in cryptofinance. It is a fair observation that every growing financial
market that carries risk, and with it a need for hedging as well as opportunities for speculation, will develop
companion derivatives markets to service those needs. Further, the rate of innovation and development in the
derivative market tends to reflect the pace of development in the underlying market. While CeFi Markets and their
derivatives are highly regulated and have taken many, many decades to evolve, crypto derivatives can be created by
almost anyone in an open and permissionless way and in DeFi, derivatives are evolving at a pace commensurate with
the incredibly rapid pace of development of other crypto assets.
The combined TVL in Derivative market is approximately $2.49b, where DYDX is ranked number one with a TVL of
$974M and a market dominance of 0.01%. Therefore the score is reduced by -2 as a result of its market dominance.

Score: 8
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d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer:
The trading volume of cryptocurrencies in centralized exchanges is mainly concentrated in contract transactions, of
which perpetual futures contracts are the main ones. In the decentralized exchange (DEX), contract trading is
considered to be a possible explosive direction, but there is no DEX that can achieve the same experience as the
centralized exchange in terms of capital efficiency (liquidity and transaction volume).
The user experience of trading on the DYDX protocol is high quality, because of choices in technology and a
well-designed user interface. The result is comparable, if not better, than any of the much larger centralized exchanges
like Binance or Coinbase. So DYDX is expected to keep its dominant position in a valuable, high-growth part of DeFi.

DYDX currently offers one of the best perpetual products in the market, comparing BTC trading activity on the protocol
to the same activity on several centralized exchanges (FTX, Binance, Deribit, OKX, Bybit, BitMEX, and Bitfinex), the
results showed that DYDX is a serious competitor in the ecosystem. The protocol facilitated $87.6 billion in trades in
the BTC perpetuals market, nearly the same amount as that of established exchanges such as Deribit and BitMEX.
DYDX held a strong market share in comparison to centralized exchanges in the ETH market. Out of the seven other
exchanges, DYDX volumes came in third behind Binance and FTX, which remain the undisputed leaders of perpetuals
trading.
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Source: Defillma
The competitiveness of the DYDX protocol in the Derivative sector shows that DYDX protocol functions as the
benchmark in the Derivative market segment.

Score: 8

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
Answer:
DYDX has developed partnerships with several leading Chinese wallet providers, including imToken, Math Wallet, and
TokenPocket. They have also partnered with Huobi's Global DeFi Alliance, bridging the gap between East and West
and exploring new product and partnership opportunities. They have joined Conflux Network’s Open DeFi Alliance,
helping to cross-promote innovation, risk management, and liquidity initiatives between Eastern and Western DeFi
players. DYDX has partnered with StarkWare to scale decentralized trading. To provide the best user experience for
traders. Traders can expect significantly lower gas costs, and in turn, lower trading fees and minimum trade sizes.
StarkWare is developing software to dramatically improve blockchain scalability by allowing any type of computation
to move off-chain, using the Ethereum blockchain as a public immutable commitment layer. StarkWare’s DYDX
integration combines STARK proofs for data integrity with on-chain data availability to ensure a fully non-custodial
protocol
DYDX partnered with Chainlink as its Oracle Provider for New Market. Chainlink is an open-source blockchain
abstraction layer for building and running decentralized oracle networks that give your smart contract access to
secure and reliable data inputs and outputs. It provides oracles to leading DeFi applications like Synthetix, Aave, and
Kyber Network; numerous blockchains such as Ethereum, Polkadot, and Tezos; as well as large enterprises including
Google, Oracle, and SWIFT.
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Joined Huobi and the Global DeFi Alliance to promote cooperation in DeFi
DYDX Joins Open DeFi To Help Create New Asset Classes and Markets For Traders
DYDX integration with Hummingbot is to enhance DYDX spot trading
DYDX has partnered with Conflux Network and the Open DeFi initiative. DYDX provide insight into the liquidity
landscape of decentralized finance and helps curate innovation in the space with other partners. However, DYDX has
partnerships with well-known entities and some integrations.
DYDX integration into RioWallet, This integration is a massive addition to RioWallet as DYDX is quickly establishing
itself as one of the fastest and most powerful decentralized exchanges ever.
DYDX has also successfully had some integrations with well known entities in the space. However, the integrations
seems to be beneficial for each party. A score of 10 is given.

Score: 10

2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behaviour in the protocol, and the ability of
the token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or influence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
Answer:
The holders of DYDX tokens can be a part of the governance process and propose changes to the layer-2 protocol.
Some of the things on which DYDX holders can vote include:
● Defining safety staking pool payouts if a loss happens;
● Setting risk parameters for the Layer 2 protocol;
● Vote on the inclusion of new token listings on the Layer 2 protocol;
● Govern contracts;
● Vote on market makers that will be added to the liquidity staking pool
Rewards for DYDX Holders. There are three types of rewards offered by the DYDX platform to DYDX token holders:
● Retroactive Mining Rewards
The retroactive mining rewards are distributed among DYDX users who perform trading on the DYDX's Layer 2
protocol and those users who have been using the platform for a long time.
The amount of rewards that the users can earn depends on their overall activity and the tier to which they
belong. The rewards associated with retroactive mining can now be claimed as the initial transfer restrictions
are lifted.
Note: The retroactive mining feature is not available to the residents of the United States due to official
restrictions.
● Trading Rewards
Trading rewards will be distributed to encourage crypto traders to use the DYDX layer-2 Protocol. These
rewards will also be used to grow the popularity of DYDX and speed up the market liquidity process.
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●

Any trader who is trading on the DYDX layer-2 protocol is eligible to earn DYDX trading rewards. The amount of
rewards depends on several factors, with the main ones being the trading activity and volume.
Liquidity Provider Rewards
Users with an active Ethereum address can gain liquidy provider rewards when they maintain a minimum
maker volume of 5% in the previous epoch. The DYDX tokens will be rewarded to liquidity providers after a
period of 28 days and this process will run for five years. The main purpose of offering these rewards is to
accelerate the market liquidity of DYDX in the long run.

A Maximum score is given in this section as the DYDX token provides effective utility, revenue, and governance rights
to the holder.

Score: 10

b) Initial token allocation? (15 points)
Token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol and, if done well, can improve coordination and alignment
among different stakeholders. Was the genesis/initial distribution fair and balanced? Are the tokens distributed widely
or is the ownership concentrated and skewed toward early insiders? Are vesting schedules aligned with long-term
vision?
Answer:
A total of 1,000,000,000 DYDX have been minted, and will become accessible over five (5) years, starting on August
3rd, 2021. The initial five-year allocation of the total supply of DYDX is as follows:
● 50.00% or 500,000,000 to the community as follows:
○ 25.00% or 250,000,000 to users who trade on the Layer 2 Perpetuals Protocol, based on a
combination of fees paid and open interest
○ 7.50% or 75,000,000 to past users who complete certain trading milestones on the Layer 2 protocol 7.50% or 75,000,000 to liquidity providers based on a formula rewarding a combination of uptime,
two-sided depth, bid-ask spreads, and the number of markets supported
○ 5.00% or 50,000,000 to a community treasury
○ 2.50% or 25,000,000 to users staking USDC to a liquidity staking pool
○ 2.50% or 25,000,000 to users staking DYDX to a safety staking pool
● 27.73% or 277,295,070 to past investors of DYDX Trading
● 15.27% or 152,704,930 to founders, employees, advisors, and consultants of DYDX Trading or the Foundation
● 7.00% or 70,000,000 to future employees and consultants of DYDX Trading or the Foundation
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Source: Messari

DYDX Top 100 Token Holders
The top 100 holders collectively own 97.30% (972,956,352.48 Tokens) of DYDX. In a sense, it follows in the footsteps
of projects such as Uniswap (UNI) and Compound (COMP), both of which have decentralized their governance
structures through the retroactive airdropping of tokens to their userbase.However currently DYDX is sufficiently
distributed.

Score: 12
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c) Is the issuance/distribution model able to improve the
coordination of the protocol? (10 points)
To what extent does the issuance of the token support the advancement and function of the protocol? Are the tokens
justifiably being issued? Does the issuance model incentivize the right behaviour? Are all relevant stakeholders
benefiting from the issuance model?
Answer:
DYDX is a governance token that allows the DYDX protocol’s community to truly own and govern the DYDX layer 2
protocol. By enabling shared control, DYDX aligns incentives between traders, liquidity providers and partners of the
layer 2 protocol. DYDX protocol enables a robust ecosystem around governance,rewards and staking - each designed
to drive future growth and decentralization of the protocol.
A maximum perpetual inflation rate of 2.00% per year will increase the supply of DYDX beginning after five years,
ensuring the community continues to have the resources to continue contributing to the Protocol.

As seen in 2b) above , DYDX holders have full control over the community token allocation. DYDX Trading Inc. is
currently offering DYDX holders trading fee discounts based on their current holdings of DYDX tokens. Traders can see
their current DYDX holdings, fee tier, and trading fee discounts here. A maximum score is awarded in this section as
the protocol has an incentive mechanism in place that benefits relevant stakeholders.
Score: 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?
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Answer:
DYDX accrues values to traders and liquidity providers that are using the protocol and are incentivized through a
Trader Rewards program and Liquidity provider rewards respectively. The mechanism distributes 3,835,616 native
DYDX tokens each epoch (which lasts 28 days), to participants who have paid fees or hold positions in active
contracts. The rewards program is scheduled to last five years and is designed to boost trading volume on DYDX.
DYDX has an effective distribution mechanism in place that supports its protocol coordination. A score of 8 is given

Score: 7

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer:
DYDX is widely available on most decentralized exchanges DEXs, the biggest being Uniswap (v3) & Sushiswap. On top
of that, DYDX is also available on CEXs Kucoin, Gate, Huobi Global and BKEX. Check here. DYDX has deep liquidity.
DYDX is compatible with all of the most popular mobile wallets. Check here

Source: CoinGecko
Score: 4

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on other
protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
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Answer:
DYDX tokens can be used to earn yield on UNISWAP and SUSHISWAP. A score of 4 is given as DYDX has limited
productivity with few protocols.
Score: 4

3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favours
teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the specific anons involved can be
taken into account

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members, is there any
way to track their background/record?
Answer:
DYDX team is focused on delivering the best product in decentralized finance. They are a highly efficient team, the
majority of which are engineers. They have recruited 10x engineers from leading Silicon-Valley companies (Google,
Uber, Waymo, Blend), blockchain companies (Coinbase, ConsenSys), financial technology companies (Bloomberg,
Nerdwallet), Wall Street and leading universities (Princeton, University of Pennsylvania). They have been fortunate to
add some outstanding talent and build the best team that will enable them to achieve their goals.
DYDX CEO AND KEY EXECUTIVE TEAM
● Antonio Juliano Founder, CEO of DYDX
● Vijay Chetty Head of Business Development
● David Gogel- Growth Lead
● Corey Miller- Senior Growth Associate
● Achal Srinivasan - Product Designer
● Yiran Tao - China Growth Lead
● Lucas W- Software Engineer

Source: DYDX.exchange
A score of 13 will be given in this section because the team is not visible on their website. However, the team is highly
credible and public.

Score: 13
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b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer:
As a digital transformation practice DYDX uses broad teams with varied skills and expertise to help protocol adapt and
grow in rapidly changing environments.
●

●

●

●

Antonio Juliano: is an American software engineer and founder of decentralized exchange DYDX. After
obtaining a computer science degree at Princeton University in 2015, Antonio started working at Coinbase as
a software engineer, where he learned about cryptocurrency and the world of blockchain. Founder of DYDX.
Previously software engineer at Coinbase, Uber and MongoDB. He has been featured in Forbes under 30
Vijay Chetty: Industry experience: Crypto/Fintech (operating and investing currently), User-Driven
Gaming/Content (investing and connecting dots currently), Asset Management (operating), Renewable Energy
/ Materials (operating). Currently scaling DYDX to be the most liquid, scalable, and high-performance open
platform for trading crypto assets. Proven record in successfully building and scaling B2B and B2C/B2B2C
platforms as well as P2P ecosystems/protocols.
David Gogel: I am a cryptocurrency startup executive, entrepreneur, writer, angel investor, and tech enthusiast.
I am currently the Head of Growth & Operations at the DYDX Foundation and formerly Growth Lead at DYDX, a
leading decentralized exchange. I lead the company's growth strategy and execution, as well as
community-driven initiatives, business development, partnerships, marketing, and operations.I am also the
Founder and CEO of GogelX, a startup and media consultancy for founders. I have advised various teams
developing NFTs, Web3 / crypto businesses, and fintech startups. I am also an active angel investor and
startup advisor. In prior roles, I advised early-stage founders via the Techstars Blockchain accelerator to build
and scale early-stage businesses.
Corey Miller: He is currently the Growth Lead at DYDX. His work experience can be found here

As seen in 3a, DYDX team are highly skilled with relevant experiences and their records are publicly available. A
maximum score is given.

Score: 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate? (5
points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the team
members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence of
the industry?
Answer:
DYDX team has participated in several AMAs, panels, podcasts, and virtual events to help raise the collective
intelligence of the industry. This include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Bankless AMA with Antonio Juliano
DYDX Feature in The Pomp Letter: How DeFi is Eating Traditional Finance
Antonio on Crypto Tonight x OFC Panel | Derivatives in Defi
Antonio interview at Reimagine 2020 v3
Antonio on Blockcrunch Podcast: winning the DeFi exchange Wars
Antonio at LA Blockchain Summit: Flash Loans vs.Traditional Loans
Antonio on Huobi panel: New Paradigm in DeFi AMM
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Antonio at Liquidity 2020: Decentralized Trading & Scaling with Layer 2
David at Liquidity 2020: Scaling Growth & Liquidity on CLOB DEXs
Antonio at BlockJam Japan: Decentralized Trading & Scaling with Layer 2
Antonio at Shanghai Blockchain Week: IOSG DeFi Summit 2020
Antonio on CryptoTesters podcast: Creating a decentralized BitMEX
Vijay on Linqto Panel: DeFi Expectations
David AMA with Nest: Verified Quotes and Applications in DEXs
Antonio AMA with Math Wallet: Perpetual trading and the future of DEX
Antonio at Avalanche’s MoneyDance: Decentralized Trading & Scaling with Layer 2
Zhuoxun on Crypto Tonight | Episode 4: When DeFi is not Fine
Antonio in AMA interview with 8btc
Zhuoxun on Base Layer Podcast

The team actively participates in several public debates about DYDX products, decentralized trading, Layer 2 and DeFi.
A score of 4 will be given in this section.

Score: 4

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the team raised
sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer:
DYDX has raised a total of 87 million USD in funding over 4 rounds from a16z, Polychain, Finlink Capital, Paradigm,
Kronos Research and other venture founds.
Funding Rounds
Name

Funding type

Funding round amount (USD)

Funding round date

 YDX Series C round, June
D
2021


Series C round

65,000,000

June 15, 2021

DYDX Series B round,
January 2021

Series B round

10,000,000

January 21, 2021

DYDX Series A round,
October 19, 2018

Series A round

10,000,000

October 2018

DYDX Seed round,
December 2017

Seed round

2,000,000

December 19, 2017
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A score of 6 will be given in this section, as DYDX has sufficiently attracted resources but information about the
coordination of resources is not publicly known.

Score: 6

4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.



a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
Answer:
The admin account is an on-chain multisignature wallet, which is publicly auditable. For Layer 2 Perpetuals the
multisig has a 14-day delay for taking any admin actions, allowing the protocol to cancel malicious actions or notify
the public before they occur. However, the multisig contract keys are held by reputable individuals with a vested
interest in the success of DYDX with sufficient time available to react. A score of 10 will be given in this section.
Source: Whitepaper
Score: 10

b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols. How
much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer:
DYDX token holders have the right to propose and vote on changes to the layer 2 protocol. DYDX governance is based
on AAVE governance contracts and supports voting based on token holdings. Proposals must pass a given threshold
and percent of yes votes based on the type of proposal. DYDX token can be used to make or vote on governance
proposals or be delegated to the other ethereum address.
DYDX holders have immediate and irreversible control over:
●
●
●
●

Allocating community treasury funds
New token listing on the layer 2 protocol
Risk parameters for the layer 2 protocol
Capital allocations to the market makers in liquidity staking pool
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●
●
●
●

Adding new market makers to the liquidity staking pool
Determining safety staking pool payouts in the event of a loss
Changing any of the rewards and pools existing at launch
Governance contracts themselves

The initial governance parameters are as follows:

Initial timelock parameters
All DYDX holders are responsible for ensuring that governance decisions are made in compliance with applicable laws
and regulations. However, Governance influences multiple operations of the protocol directly. A score of 11 will be
given in this section.
Source: here
Score: 11

c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practiced by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
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Answer:
DYDX Discord server currently has over 46K members. Where majority of its members are active and the discord
server also have a governance channel where discussion on governance takes place. DYDX forum is also active with
series of various discussion. The DYDX Governance Process is fueled by governance forums. Community members
post and comment on discussion threads to reach a rough consensus off-chain. As at the time of writing DYDX
currently do not have have an active proposal on snapshot. However the DYDX snapshot is active with diverse groups
of governors. Votes on snapshot gets approximately 20M DYDX with actively over 800 uniques voters.

The score gets (-2) because of the low number of unique voters in comparison to the total number of DYDX on
snapshot.

Score: 3

d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
sufficient documentation available?
Answer:
The Governance infrastructure used by DYDX protocols are snapshot, forums and discord. However, DYDX has
sufficient documentation of its governance processes. A score 8 is given as the protocol has a useful governance
infrastructure for its governance process.
Score: 8

e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does the protocol have a
formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
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Answer:
The DYDX Governance Process is fueled by governance forums and formally accepted through the DYDX
Improvement Proposal (“DIPs”).
Below shows the DYDX governance process flow, from the inception and the actual implementation. These processes
are subject to change according to feedback from the DYDX community.

Stages of a DIP
DYDX governance process is well documented and detailed.
● Forum Discussion
● (Off-chain) DRC Creation using template
● DRC Discussion & Feedback
● DRC Snapshot Polling
● (On-chain) DIP Creation
● (On-chain) DIP Voting
● Proposal Queuing & Execution
● (Optional) Proposal Cancellation
However, the protocol documentation shows that the governance process of DYDX is formal and has a robust
governance process.

Score: 8

5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in case
of a breach of the agreement?
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Answer:
In accordance with DYDX Terms Of Use, they essentially put all risk on the individual investors. DYDX is regulated by
the US Securities and Exchange Commission, and its data centers which are located in Northern Virginia (AWS
US-EAST-1 region). However, DYDX Layer 2 protocol was developed and deployed by DYDX Trading Inc. Therefore, a
score of 7 will be given in this section, as the protocol is connected to a legal entity but there is no information about
the entity.
Score: 7

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable.
Answer:
DYDX is headquartered in Zug, Switzerland, the courts located in the canton of Zug, Switzerland have exclusive
jurisdiction.
Score:10
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